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"Huh? The Dragon Corps? What are they doing here?" Devon and Declan were both stunned to hear of Oliver and Abraham's

sudden appearance.

The Dragon Corps was in charge of maintaining peace and were akin to the judiciary system of the Gangster World. As bold as

the Hiltons were, none of them would even dare to commit murder right under the Dragon Corps’ noses!

Therefore, they had no choice but to release their hold on Leon.

"This is great! Leon is saved!" Alan and Angus, on the other hand, were delighted by the Dragon Corps' sudden arrival. They all

thought that Leon would surely die, but now, the Dragon Corps arrived just in time and saved him!

Although none of them knew why the Dragon Corps showed up all of a sudden, it was clear that with the Dragon Corps getting

involved, none of the Hiltons would dare to lay even a finger on Leon!

They all felt as though a weight was lifted off their shoulders!

"Sir! Mister Wolf, are you okay?" Oliver and Abraham asked in concern as they approached Leon.

Abraham was always an impulsive fellow, and when he saw how pale and sickly Leon looked in the wheelchair, he assumed that

it was due to injuries suffered from Devon's attack, so he turned to shoot Devon a murderous glare.

"Have these men from the Dragon Corps gone insane?" Devon and Declan felt their hearts lurch at this, the Dragon Corps rarely

got involved in ordinary folks' business, but not only did they show up all of a sudden, they even voluntarily approached Leon,

appearing to be very much concerned about his safety.

Besides, Abraham was behaving very hostile toward the Hiltons, as though they committed a heinous crime! This was no doubt

quite confusing for them.

"I'm fine," Leon shook his head, smiling. Although he had the Potential Energy Force with him and was not at all intimidated by

the Hiltons, he was concerned that he would hurt the Hughes or the Thompsons in the process of retaliation. Besides, this was

his final Potential Energy Force, and he was not even entirely sure if he could take down both Devon and Declan at the same

time with it!

If he were to make a mistake, there would undoubtedly be a heavy price to pay for that!

However, luck was on his side, and the Dragon Corps arrived just in time. Not only did this work very much in his favor, but the

Dragon Corps would be able to diffuse the tension before it escalated!

"That's good to hear." Both Abraham and Oliver appeared relieved to hear this.

"Sirs, what brings you here today?" Devon could not help asking as a bad feeling arose in his heart.

"Elder Hiltons, we should be the ones asking you this instead! If I'm not mistaken, this is in fact, the Scammells’ residence. What

are you doing, trespassing into other people's private residences with such ferocity? Are you trying to bully innocent folk?" Oliver

asked sharply.
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